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The Canonry Benefice of
Ash – Chillenden – Elmstone – Goodnestone
Nonington – Preston – Stourmouth

Useful Contacts
Service

Organisation/Name

Contact

Emergencies Gas Emergency (24hrs)
0800 111 999
999
UK Power Networks (24hrs)
105
Water Leak Line (24hrs)
0800 820 999
Community
PCSO Richard Bradley
101 or email
Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk
Non-urgent and other enquiries
101
Community Warden Team
07811 271 299
Neighbourhood Watch
Martin Porter - email
porter118@btinternet.com
Crime Stoppers
0800 555111
Community Safety Dover
01304 872220
Consumer Direct
01845 4040506
Childline
0800 1111
Kent County Council
08458 247247
Dover District Council
01304 821199
Craig Mackinlay MP
01843 589266
Ash Parish Council Clerk
01304 832909
Citizens Advice (Dover area)
0844 8487978
Ash Village Hall Enquiries
01304 813087
Environmental Health
01304 872215
Trading Standards
0845 4040506
Ash Library
01304 812440
Healthcare

NHS Medical Helpline (24hrs)
Out of Hours Doctor Service
Ash Surgery
Hospitals - Kent and Canterbury
QEQM Margate
William Harvey
Pharmacy - Ash (Boots)

111 or www.nhs.uk
0844 8001234
01304 812227
01227 766877
01843 225544
01233 633331
01304 812242

Education

KCC Area Office
Cartwright and Kelsey School
St Faith’s Prep School
Sandwich Technology School
Sir Roger Manwood School

03000 414141
01304 812539
01304 813409
01304 610000
01304 613286

Transport

National Rail TrainTracker™
Stagecoach East Kent Ltd

0871 2004950
0845 6002299

~ If an error is noted please inform the editors ~
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Church Notices
Resumption of ‘in church’ services in the Canonry Benefice
We are delighted to announce that ‘in church’ services will resume in
April.
Please note that the guidelines that were in place when we had services
prior to the last lockdown will still be in force. Facemasks must be worn
unless medically exempt, social distancing must be observed, communion
will be in one kind (ie bread) only and congregational singing is currently
not permitted.
We will be alternating with Holy Cross, Goodnestone. Their service will be
every 1st and 3rd Sunday – 4th and 18th April - and the service at St
Nicholas’ in Ash will be every 2nd and 4th Sunday - 11th and 25th April.
The services will be at 9am to give Rev David enough time to return to the
Vicarage to conduct the on line service at 11am each Sunday.
Resumption of gardening at St Nicholas’ Church.
Following a change in the guidance published by the Church of England,
we are delighted to announce that general garden maintenance can
resume.
However! Please note all volunteers must work either alone or with
members of their household, maintaining the appropriate social distance
from others. If using the church equipment please sanitise before and
after use. Obviously the much loved churchyard ‘bashes’ complete with
refreshments are still some way off, but it is a start!
Eco Church
We are sure many in the church and wider village community will be
pleased to hear that at St Nicholas we have pledged to work towards
becoming an Eco Church.
Not only does this mean caring for the inside of our building with the
installation of LEDs, recycling and prudent use of water, heating etc. but
also with caring for the land that surrounds our church, ensuring our local
wildlife can flourish. We are hoping with the help of the pupils at our local
schools to set up feeding stations for birds, perhaps bug hotels, thinking
of creative ways to reuse our garden waste - with such a large church
yard the possibilities are endless! Let us all work towards it becoming a
peaceful haven for not only villagers but our wildlife residents too.
Jenny Taylor
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Parish Register
Funeral
Peter Butcher Barham March 11th 2021

Friends of St Nicholas Church, Ash
It will probably come as no surprise to hear that our Annual Art Exhibition
and Sale will not go ahead on its usual dates over May Day Bank Holiday
weekend.
We know how much this event is enjoyed by so many visitors and we are
considering options to hold later in the year, perhaps over the August Bank
Holiday weekend. Watch this space!
We are also looking at whether it will be possible (and safe) to hold a Race
Night and/or Shuffleboard evening this year. With so many events
cancelled during the last 12 months it would be nice to look forward to some
fun, social evenings but perhaps we will have to stay patient during this
period of continued uncertainty!
Any events that do go ahead will be advertised locally and in the parish
mag.
In the meantime there are a number of ways that you can help us with
fundraising to enhance and maintain this historic church in the centre of the
village:1. Become a Friend – a modest (minimum £5) annual subscription
provides ongoing support and ‘Friends’ are the first to hear about our
events and buy tickets.
2. Sign up to buy Dover Lotto tickets to help our cause and perhaps win
a prize for yourself. https://www.doverlotto.com/support/friends-of-stnicholas-church-ash
3. Use easyfundraising whenever you buy anything online. It’s a quick
and easy way to support us and your shopping won’t cost you
anymore!
You can raise free donations for us with thousands of popular
retailers and other services.
https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/stnicholaschurchash/
If you would like further information about joining the Friends or helping with
our fundraising and/or events please contact us via email
fstnicholas@gmail.com
Thank you for your support
Hazel Howard – Treasurer
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The Parish Letter
Conspiracy theories have a long history and, like a virus, mutate. In our
generation, we have silly ones: the world is flat, and NASA did not land on
the moon. And, more credible ones: Lee Harvey Oswald did not act alone
in assassinating JFK. Conspirators find it hard to believe that history
forming events (such as 9/11) could have been executed by so few
people and look for bigger, more outlandish causes. Sadly, they often
scapegoat minorities.
Conspiracy theory has traction however, because there are many
genuine conspiracies in our world, where powerful people cover up their
duplicitous actions. DuPont’s release of a toxic chemical into West
Virginia’s water supply was hidden from the public and the causation of illhealth and death denied until a lengthy legal battle was won in 2017.
There is therefore a legitimate need to hold power to account. It is naïve
to always take the statements of powerful people and institutions at face
value. The human tendency to deceive is ever present.
But, today, there is a new strain of conspiracy and this identified by
Muirhead and Rosenblum in A Lot of People are Saying. For the authors,
classic conspiracism ‘tries to make sense of a disorderly and complicated
world by insisting that powerful people control the course of events’. New
conspiracism, they argue, is different. There is: ‘no exhaustive amassing
of evidence, no dots revealed to form a pattern, no close examination of
the operators plotting in the shadows. The new conspiracism dispenses
with the burden of explanation. Instead, we have innuendo and verbal
gesture: “A lot of people are saying…”; or, the bare assertion: “Rigged!” –
a one-word exclamation that evokes fantastic schemes…This is
conspiracy without the theory. And the consequence?
The effect of this, according to Muirhead and Rosenblum, is to
delegitimate our institutions and the people involved: political parties,
politicians, the press and journalists, universities, think tanks and
academics. There is no clear replacement political agenda, only a desire
to degrade what exists. The project is seemingly nihilistic and it
penetrates even deeper by producing disorientation. It is an attack on
shared modes of understanding. An assault on reality itself: The new
conspiracism seeks to replace evidence, argument, and shared grounds
of understanding with…bare assertions.
In a mature, functional democracy disagreement over values and policy is
inevitable, can withstand difference and, moreover, forge a shared
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understanding. Evidence is sifted, interpretations made and laws passed.
But when there is no agreement over reality, where alternative facts are
alluded to, it starts a process of psychological corrosion. And this the
potential to cause deep pain and poison relationships. (Ref. The 2012
Sandy Hook Elementary School gun massacre and more recently
Pizzagate and QAnon). More recently there is the ‘rigged’ 2020 US
election, where shameless assertion takes the place of evidence and is
repeated often enough to convince 68% of Republicans (Reuters/Ipsos)
the election was ‘stolen’ – an alarmingly large cohort, much bigger than
the mob that stormed Capitol Hill in January.
These different, wild assertions have largely been made possible by
social media and the loss of gatekeepers over what is published. The
ease with which ridiculous, mendacious and destructive allegations,
having no basis whatsoever in reality, can be forwarded, repeated,
retweeted and liked has bewildered us. What counts in this argument is
not how right one is, but how loud one can voice one’s baseless,
malicious assertions. I don’t think this new strain is going to disappear.
Therefore, we have to develop our own vaccines against it. Each person
has a role to play in the democratised forum of social media. The first step
is not to re-publish harmful, untrue material at the press of a finger. We
are all called to analyse and reflect on what we are reading before
deciding what to do with it.
There are risks to a life of faith here, too. Faith should be distinguished
from certainty. There is a significant evidence trail in the Gospel, traced
from the beginning of a universe that many feel cannot have emerged of
its own accord, through to Abraham, Moses and the people of Israel to
the life, death and resurrection of Jesus. Inspection of this well-worn
beaten track has led many to faith. Some have weighed the evidence and
found it wanting. Too many have not even made the effort.
Every Christian has a personal story to tell of God’s love in their life. This
experience should never be a mere assertion: it’s true because I say so. It
is built on intriguing, inviting evidence: who was this Jesus and what did
he say? Why did despairing disciples turn into fearless advocates of their
crucified Lord? Did the resurrection happen? What happened to Saul on
his way to Damascus to turn him inside out? The search for evidence
should never become old fashioned. It makes sense of our humanity.
Holding to this model of faith is true of our Christian heritage and a
spiritual defence against the new conspiracism. A fight that, I fear, is only
just beginning.
Rev David Moulden
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Onlooker
A councillor’s view of the Ash Parish council meeting held on Monday
1st March 2021.

So once again it’s time to tell of Parish Council business
A tale to challenge all ye folk and your mental fitness.
Be prepared for planning news and some District dalliance,
Make a brew, grab some cake, now you’ll go the distance.
For now we start, you’re pleased to hear, with Dover District rumblings,
Good news, at last, a minor council tax increase, enough to quell your
grumbling.
Plans to regenerate Dover Town are still yet to continue,
Along with Sandwich Guildhall Forecourt, does this all impress you?
Electric car charging points are next on the agenda,
49 will be installed, in Sandwich, Deal and Dover.
Councillors are working hard with KCC to remove the litter
Dumped by thoughtless drivers of the lorries, makes us bitter!
Another lorry park will come with the District backing
With hopes of more infrastructure, now the odds are stacking.
Juliet’s, by the park, requested a new access
Pedestrian gate from the rec, safer passage bless.
Of planning problems now we speak, up at good old Guilton
It is a conservation area, we’re careful how it’s built on.
Leylandii hedges too were discussed, across the Ash bypass,
We much prefer a native hedge, it adds a touch of class.
The parish council working groups are busy making progress
Highways, nature, footpaths, planning, we hope to do our best.
A festival of pubs is planned by the Chequer Inn society
Skits and songs and merriment, mayhem of all variety.
Transport too was thus discussed and the vision zero
If KCC could deliver this, they would be a hero.
Last, not least, the annual Parish Council Assembly,
Twill meet on Zoom, be short and sweet, but as ever super friendly.
Contact the Parish Council via Clerk Christine Haggart: phone 01304
832 909 or email clerk@ashparishcouncil.gov.uk or visit the Parish
Council website https://ashparishcouncil.gov.uk
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Parish Council News
Annual Parish Meeting on Monday 19th April 2021 at 7.30pm
You can join by the Zoom link on the parish council website.
Catch up on what has been happening in the parish and take the
opportunity to question your County, District and Parish Councillors.
Vacancy for a councillor
Why not find out if this is for you?
Contact the Clerk on 01304 832909.
Applications will be considered at the parish council meeting on 12th April
and the closing date is Friday 9th April 2021.
Ash Neighbourhood Development Plan
We will know in April if it can go to a July Referendum. More details can
be found on the parish council website.

Festival of Pubs
From the Volunteer to the First and Last and many in between
The Chequer Inn Ash Society, in collaboration with the New Ash Players,
are planning an exciting programme for later this year – a wandering
performance by members of the New Ash Players, to celebrate the
Village Pubs of Ash and those who lived and worked in them.
We are pleased to welcome the Ash Heritage Group to this initiative as
well.
Our very own resident and incredibly talented scriptwriter, Penny Bernard,
who has written New Ash Players Village Pantomimes since 2013, is
working on a number of stories. Penny has also worked with
improvisation groups at the Edinburgh Fringe. As an active member of the
local heritage group, Penny is keen, as we all are that these stories and
events reflect the period in which they took place. There is no doubt that
some colourful characters lived and worked in our village. Some of whom
have an association in some way with your home, when it was a pub.
At the moment, Penny is preparing a story line for each of the pubs
identified. A few players will act out a scene outside the appropriate
venue, most of which are now private homes. Stories and characters are
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being researched and developed from information available within
historical archives, newspaper articles and from the Dover Pubs website.
We have chosen a number of venues from the First and Last at one end
of the village to the Volunteer at the other end.
There are of course a number of venues in between and audiences will
move around each venue under guidance, where a small playlet based
on the story of the specific pub will be enacted. Players will remain at the
venue to welcome and perform for the next group. We anticipate each
performance will be about 5-10mins long.
We will be abiding by any Covid-19 regulations for gatherings that will be
in force at that time.
At this stage of our planning, we believe the Bank Holiday weekend
August 2021 would be an ideal date, but is to be confirmed.
Would like to be involved? Perhaps you have always wanted to perform
or even sell tickets, or just get involved, you will be most welcome!
We welcome your comments and questions. For more information or to
chat through this exciting imitative please do not hesitate to contact us on
01304 813010.
David Greaves

National Flower Arranging Day
Friday 7th May 2021
This is an annual event that members of flower clubs around the country
celebrate. This year EVERYONE is invited to decorate their front
gate/door or window with an arrangement of flowers on the 7th May. Ash
is so good at this! The Advent window trail was wonderful!
So have a go and give your neighbours and passers-by an opportunity to
smile!
The National Association of Flower Arrangement Societies (NAFAS) has
tutorials and demonstrations on their website (NAFAS.org.uk) and
Facebook pages to give you inspiration. Why not revamp your Christmas
wreath with spring flowers and greenery?
To be honest, just walking around Ash and Westmarsh one passes so
many lovely gardens there are always flowers to lift your spirits! But it
would be lovely to see an extra blooming of flowers on this special day.
Another chance to mark these extraordinary times. Please send photos of
your achievements to rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com
Mary D Evans
Member of Canterbury Flower Club
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Ash Village Hall
Notice of the Annual General Meeting of Ash Village Hall Management
Committee
Virtual Meeting to be held on Monday 19th April 2021 at 7pm via Zoom
All villagers welcome.
Please email vice-chair@ashvillagehall.org.uk to receive meeting invite
and login details.
Minutes from the 2020 AGM and the Trustees Report and Financial
Statements for the year ending December 2020 will be available to view
and download on our website ashvillagehall.org.uk or by request to the
email above
Hazel Howard

Ash Heritage Group
A talk will take place at 7.30pm on Thursday 8th April via Zoom by
Imogen Corrigan on “The Significance of the Ship-Burial at Sutton Hoo”.
Imogen writes: The extraordinarily rich hoard found at Sutton Hoo dates
to the early C7th and tells us a great deal about the wealth of the country
at the time, inter-action with other cultures and status within Anglo-Saxon
society. This talk uses images of the treasures found as well as Old
English poetry to discuss kingship and power in Anglo-Saxon England.
Members should have received the link to join, but any non-members who
would like to hear the talk, please email Peter Ewart at
peterewart83@btinternet.com for details.

The Arts Society Sandwich
The Arts Society Sandwich is providing its 2021 programme of live
monthly lectures over the internet via Zoom, each lecture starting at 7pm
with log in from 6.45pm.
Monday 12 April 2021
Anna Jackson
Kimono: Kyoto to Catwalk
The Kimono, an iconic garment, is a symbol of Japanese national culture.
It is generally perceived as a traditional, unchanging costume, but Anna
Jackson, curator of a recent Victoria and Albert Museum exhibition on the
Kimono, will reveal that the Kimono had always been a highly dynamic,
fashionable garment.
Continued over
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If you are not yet a member but find this interesting ….
We welcome non-members but would appreciate a £5 contribution per
event for participating in our online lectures. If you would like to participate
please email your request to
membership.sandwich@theartssociety.org to enable you to log in.
William Fortescue

The Friends of Elmstone and Preston Churches
Easter Lilies
Thank you to everyone who requested these for our two churches.
Future Events
The Committee hopes to meet in the near future to discuss possible
events for a little later on in the year.
Elizabeth Timms

Energy Switching
Dover District Council has been delivering collective energy switching for
residents since 2013. Over 1.2 million households across the country
have already taken part in this easy and hassle-free way to switch energy
supplier.
Dover households that have switched through Kent Energy Deal in this
time have saved an average of £200 on their energy bills.
T he more households that participate, the greater the negotiating power.
For more information visit https://www.dover.gov.uk/Environment/EnergyAdvice/Cut-Energy-Bills or leave your contact details on 01304 872428.
Dover District Council has secured funding for insulation, and energy
efficient heating for households:
• in receipt of an eligible benefit or,
• households with an income of less than £30,000 per year with a
vulnerability to living in a cold home or,
• households with an income of less than £30,000 living in a home that
has an Energy Performance Certificate rating of E, F or G.
If you’re interested in finding out more email your name, address and
contact telephone number to info@arangroup.co.uk or call Aran Services
on 0800 5877795 or 01284 812520.
Amanda Martin, Dover District Council
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A Reader Writes
The Ash Parish Magazine continues to impress readers. Well done you
lot!
It is interesting also to see more inclusion of stories of women who
have impacted, in some way, on life in Ash or its surrounding areas, or
even nationally; but it's rare. I suppose that this is because historical
records will tend to have more references to the impact of men
rather than women.
Yet, could the majority of people who read this magazine be women?
Could I make a tiny suggestion? Could I encourage you to continue to
include such stories and even to ensure that inside each edition there is
at least one focus, small though it may be, on the activities or antics of
women?
I am not a historian but there may be others in Ash who have these skills
and the interest. Was there any suffragette activity, for example? Or
sports women who performed, coached or funded successful
performances.
Maybe "High Heels of History" has a whiff of sexist language but if it
encouraged some responses and indeed reading by teenagers then it
might be worth the focus. Ambition can be driven by the vision of others
achieving success, just as Kamala Harris has alluded.
Just a thought!
Denise Lodge

So, readers! Who are the significant women, past and present? What
words of wisdom have been passed down through the years? We
want to hear your stories and your inspiration. Email
rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com or hard copy to 69 The Street, Ash,
CT32EN.

Paraprosdokians cont…
 Where there's a will, I want to be in it.
 Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright
until you hear them speak
 If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong.
 We never really grow up -- we only learn how to act in public.
 War does not determine who is right, only who is left.
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A Different View

Robert Hudson

Garden Jottings for April
The hard frost on the snow last month certainly burnt the shoots on roses
and normally hardy shrubs and plants. This is the reason therefore that it
is best to wait until late March to prune, as the frost can be quite
devastating especially when sun shines on an icy layer on plants.
April will hopefully be better to carry out remedial trimming and actual
pruning of rose bushes, keeping them in an open cup shape and
afterwards applying feed and mulch.
Sow, or turf, new lawns on ready prepared ground this month. Stagger
joins in the turf and brush sand and peat mixture into the joins. Soak with
a sprinkler and keep moist until new roots take hold of the soil below.
Existing lawns can be raked to remove moss and the thatch of dead
grass. Then spread weed and feed treatment watering in if rain does not
14

fall soon after application. Early cuts should be done with the mower
blades set high gradually lowering later in the month. It is better to mow
twice a week not too closely than a very short once a week as this dries
the lawn out in hot and sunny weather. Edge up borders with a sharp halfmoon cutter, slanting away from the lawn towards the border to prevent
broken edges.
Plant up hanging baskets to keep inside until late April-early May. Erect
supports or twiggy branches around tall perennials so that they grow
through them. Providing support early prevents flopping and the need for
tying up with string, which is not the most effective or attractive, remedy.
There is still time to split, move or replant new pieces of Phlox, Golden
Rod and Michaelmas Daises etc. discarding old woody centres of large
clumps and also obtaining new additions to add to the border. Water well
after replanting.
Check Hollyhocks and Antirrhinums for coral spot on the underside of the
leaves treat with a bug spray, but remove heavily affected leaves and
burn them.
To keep seeds grown on windowsills from becoming leggy and pulling
towards the light, stand them on some tinfoil to maximise light and keep
them upright and compact.
Plant Gladiola corns and Lilies 6” deep on a bed of sand in the planting
hole.
Keep full cans of water in the greenhouse to warm and so avoid the
shock of cold water on young seedlings. Watch the forecast for a cold
drop in temperature, which may affect new growth and take precautions
to cover up with fleece or newspaper. Keep greenhouse doors open
during clement weather.
Pull up soil over potatoes planted last month gradually building up a ridge
to cover emerging leaves. Prepare trenches or holes for courgettes,
marrows and runner beans using plenty of well-rotted compost or manure.
Sow leeks, peas, beetroot, cartos, parsnips, lettuce and radish. These last
two should be sown little and often to ensure a continuity of crop through
the season.
Marrow seeds should be sown two to a pot, keeping the strongest
seedling to grow on. Start runner beans in a seed tray or individually in
modules to plant out in May as well as dwarf or French beans.
Continued over
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Prepare tomatoes by replanting into larger pots to be planted in the
ground outside at the end of May, or keep indoors in very large pots, or
potted up into a growbag.
Cut off old Hydrangea flower heads down to the first pair of fat buds,
removing any old wood, maybe 3-4 branches, to encourage new growth
from below. Prune straggly Camellias and remove reverted green shoots
from variegated shrubs eg Elaeagnus, Euonymus and Hollies. Dogwood
grown for coloured stems should be cut to the ground each spring to
encourage growth of young stems for the best colour effect. Trim over
heathers lightly to remove old flowers to ensure compact plants. Cut down
hardy Fuchsias to about 6” removing weedy growth completely.
Sow hardy annuals when the soil is moist outdoors. Marigolds, Clarkia,
Nigella and Godetia are good bright varieties. Move bedding plants and
seedlings gradually and carefully into a cold frame or outside in daytime
and take them in at night to harden them off prior to planting in the
garden.
Plant parsley and keep some herbs – mint, chives and parsley – near the
kitchen door. If not possible then herbs can be used amongst flowers.
Chives with their purple blooms and parley look good planted by garden
paths. Oregano, thyme and bail also do well, really needing poor soil and
a sunny position to do well. They are good items for pot growing.
Dead head Pansies and Polyanthus, remove seed pods from early
daffodils but leave their leaves to die back naturally.
Keep weeding the vegetable patch and flowerbeds, adding weeds to the
compost heap, but not crouch grass, nettles, dandelions or moss. These
should be burnt. Any bonfire ash can be added to the compost or some
can be sprinted around raspberry canes, which will need tying into wires
now.
However much work this sounds try to
garden in short sessions and take time to
enjoy the spring time and emerging
plants and blossom, listen to birds
singing and watch them busily nesting
and feeding young. Note also how many
bees are enjoying Hellebores, Crocus
and Mahonia flowers and try to grow
more pollen-rich plants.
Christine Brown
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Food Stories
A Pair of Welsh Dishes
Traditional Welsh Cawl
As a child growing up in the coal mining valleys of South Wales in the
1950s, cawl was a regular meal, either at dinner (lunch) or teatime
(dinner) consumed with crusty bread to mop up the juice.
Mam would make it on Mondays in a large pot on the coal fired range.
When cooked the cawl was then placed on the hob at the side of the fire
where it was kept warm during the day and also warmed up on the
following day(s). If any was left after being eaten by mam, dad and four
hungry kids, it was a bonus meal or snack on the following days.
Ingredients (serves 6)
1 kg middle neck or shoulder Welsh lamb, Welsh beef or ham hock
1 onion - roughly chopped
6 medium potatoes – peeled and chopped
3 carrots – peeled and chopped
1 small swede or 2 parsnips – peeled and chopped
2 leeks – washed and sliced
1 small bunch fresh parsley
Vegetable stock
Salt and pepper to taste
Method
Place the meat in a large saucepan, cover with water and bring to the
boil. Simmer for 2-3 hours over a low heat. Leave overnight to cool and
the following day skim off any fat that has risen to the surface. (If you’re in
a hurry carry straight on to the next step)
Cut the meat off the bone and return to the stock then add the potatoes,
carrots, swede or parsnips and simmer until cooked. Add more vegetable
stock if required at this point. Season with salt and pepper.
Finally add the sliced leeks and just before serving throw in the roughly
chopped parsley. You can thicken the cawl if required with a paste made
with flour and water or fine oatmeal.
Note:
It is better to use a cheaper cut of meat on the bone so that maximum
flavour is obtained. You can also serve the meat separately to the
vegetable soup.
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Delicious Welsh Cakes
The texture of a Welsh cake is somewhere between a cake and a biscuit,
as an extra treat spread with a knob of butter before eating.
Welsh cakes or pics as we called them (picau ar y maen - welshcakes in
Welsh), were cooked on a 1/4 inch thick steel plate with a small slot near
the rim as a handle, it was about the size of a dinner plate. This was
placed on a low fire and when hot enough the prepared pastry circles
were placed on it to bake to a nice light brown colour, us children looked
on in mouth- watering anticipation.
Often prepared as a treat with mam saying If you’re good I’ll make some
pics. Needless to say, we all behaved.
Note: The steel plate was made by the local colliery blacksmith who was
rewarded with a pint at the working mans’ club.
Welsh Cakes (Makes 10-12 cakes)
Prep: 10 Minutes; Cook: 4-5 Minutes
Ingredients
8 oz self raising flour
2oz castor sugar
4oz margarine or butter
1 or 2 handfuls of sultanas
1 or 2 free-range eggs depending on mixture
Method
Sieve flour into bowl, then add margarine or butter, rub in finely together.
Add sugar and sultanas and mix.
Add 1 egg and mix. The consistency needs to be bound together, so if too
dry add another egg.
Roll out on a floured board, to about a quarter inch thick.
Cut using a 2 inch (approx) cutter, then cook on a greased pan, or bake
stone, on a medium heat for about 4 to 5 minutes each side.
The exact cooking length will depend on what you are cooking your
Welsh cakes on, but keep a close eye - too short a period and they won’t
be cooked in middle, and cooked for too long and they will be dry. When
touched during cooking they should feel springy, but not wet to the touch
(no mixture should come out of the middle).
Once cooked dust with castor sugar and enjoy.
Kevin Ellis
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What’s in a Name?
The cry of gulls is a reminder that our village is just 5 miles from the sea.
So also is the fact that our church is dedicated to St Nicholas, who,
amongst other things, is the patron saint of sailors, because of accounts
of him saving sailors from drowning in the fourth century. Many churches
in eastern Kent are dedicated to St Nicholas, with a number near the
coast, including those at Sholden and St Nicholas at Wade.
The dedication of the church and the village's vicinity to the sea may
explain why one of the historic pubs of the village was called the Ship Inn.
The building was constructed in the early 18th century abutting the
western part of the churchyard. It remained a pub until the 1970s, and is
now a residential property, the main part of it known as Ship House.
To the west of Ship House are two conjoining properties, Starboard
House and Port House. Starboard is the right of a ship as one looks
forward, and port is the left. The word 'starboard' derives from the term in
the Old English language for a rudder for steering which was attached to
the right-hand side of a boat. In medieval times the term 'larboard' was
used for the left-hand side of the boat, meaning loading side. As this
could be misheard as 'starboard', the term 'port' came into usage,
probably referring to the fact that boats were usually docked at ports on
the left-hand side.
It is often said that the word 'posh' comes from 'port outward, starboard
home', indicating the best location for a cabin on the voyage from Britain
to India and back again, being on the north, and thus shady, side of the
ship. It is said that shipping companies used the term on tickets.
However, there is no documentary evidence for this; the term may
actually come from an obsolete slang word meaning a dandy.
The Ship Inn also gave its name to Ship Yard, a small close behind Port
and Starboard House. The modern Anchor House in this close continues
the maritime theme.
Cressida Williams

The parish magazine is a place for sharing local news and views and to
celebrate our wonderful people, places and achievements.
If you have a story to share, please do get in touch. Email
rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com or post hard copy to 69 The Street, Ash.
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Stories from the Archives (14)
Notes on the “Green Man”
"Market research!" That was the answer - and it came from the dapper
young Londoner behind the bar who pulled my pint and cheerfully
answered my question about the change in the name of the pub.
"When a pub changes hands, about a third of the local population hears
about it fairly soon. But when the name of the pub itself is changed, it's
two thirds. That's what we've been told." In the age of slugs, lettuces,
frogs and oranges, that's
all it took to consign to
oblivion several
centuries of local history
and one of England's
favourite - and loveliest –
pub names. So in they
came, their market
research complete, and
set up a daily lunchtime
mini-bus shuttle service
from Pfizer to Shatterling
in order to pack the Frog
& Orange. It certainly
didn't last long - perhaps
they made their fast buck
and moved on or
perhaps the timehonoured custom of
liquid lunches for office
workers was beginning
to fade anyway. Or
perhaps they just
became fed up with
fielding annoying
questions from locals
about the name change and why it couldn't be changed back - there were
certainly plenty of those.
Sadly, when they departed after three years they forgot to take their name
with them and Shatterling, now deprived of its Green Man for ever, was
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lumbered with a grating reminder of a 1980s and ‘90s craze. Of course,
nothing lasts forever anyway, and that has always included pubs, even
before the haemorrhaging that has taken place in the trade these last
three decades, let alone changes of name. And we must remember a pub
is first and foremost a business and a living, and there will always be
developments we don't welcome. It is extremely hard work for the
licensees and - especially these days - always a worry. Indeed, under its
new name, the Frog and Orange has always maintained a cheerful
welcome to patrons for 25 years or so and a whole generation has grown
up knowing only that name.
And now the pub’s time may finally be up. How long has this
establishment been
welcoming the passing
trade between
Sandwich and
Canterbury, or to locals
especially? Its history
is certainly a jumble
and over the years
more than one attempt
has been made to
piece together its story.
Thirty years ago I was
passed some historical
notes on the place
during my research on
certain Shatterling
properties and it was
clear that the Cathedral
Archives as well the
county collections at
Maidstone had been
trawled for these. The
brewers had also been
busy researching.
Although more than
one account appears to
agree quite closely on
many of the changes, there is plenty of evidence to suggest that one has
copied from the other rather than embarking upon independent research.
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What is also clear - or perhaps unclear would be a better word - is that at
least two, if not three, buildings on the approximate site have traded
under the name of the Green Man over the centuries. More than one
account refers to 1728 as being the year the pub was built but it should
be remembered that for most of its history there has been a Green Man
inn and a Green Man farm, sometimes - but far from always - in common
ownership and/or tenure. The farm of nine acres formed a part of some
much larger estates which passed from one landed proprietor to another
during the 18th century - Christopher Kien, for example, of Kensington
Palace, who appears to have leased it to the Hon. General Richard
Ingoldsby of Grosvenor Street, who sub-let it to Abraham Larkins, a
Shatterling farmer. Ernest George Causemaker of Westminster soon
inherited the property and bequeathed it to his daughter, the wife of
Gervase Hayward, Mayor of Sandwich.
This absentee ownership continued into the 19th century but the history
of a pub is surely much better understood through its licensees rather
than its remote landlords. The Green Man ale house was established
adjacent to the farm house, probably in the mid-18th century or even
earlier, and in Georgian times the beer was served in turn by Henry
Lamb, Thomas and Elizabeth Paine, John Martin and Hannah Bean. It
closed in 1820 following an infringement of its licence and it is understood
the licence itself was thereupon transferred to the adjacent property (the
1728 house) and throughout the 19th and early 20th century the two
businesses involved a farm which was eventually reduced to three acres
and a pub which was adjacent to - and sometimes in common occupation
with - a market garden which the farm had become. And a thatched
building was, for many years, one of the two.
In the 19th century a succession of licensees carried on the business,
originally as owners, such as Thomas Stiff, John Moine, Henry Hills,
Robert Lloyd, John Martin and George Collard. Eventually, however,
Thomas Wyborn, William Bassenden, George Mercer and Henry
Setterfield all ran the pub as tenants, most of them for around a dozen
years each. Although occupying a comparatively isolated site, its situation
on the main route from Canterbury to Sandwich and Deal was certainly a
position advantageous to business although it seems unlikely that
the Green Man ever reaped the benefits of the coaching trade, remaining
for most of its history a simple ale house or small wayside inn. Once the
road between Sandwich and Ash, and afterwards from Shatterling to
Wingham, was improved a year or so either side of 1800 and also raised
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to turnpike status, traffic undoubtedly increased and doubtless trade with
it.
The absence of licensing hours before the Great War and its position as a
rather out-of-the-way pub lent itself to what might today be considered the
more seamier side of life. Now and again the tenant ran up against the
Petty Sessions licensing regulations or of the Sandwich magistrates court
but these were no more than run-of-the-mill occurrences commensurate
with life on licensed premises. Selling adulterated beer or using incorrect
measures were almost "stock in trade" behaviour in the publicans’ trade
of those days! Similarly, occasional violence or theft (usually clothing)
from patrons, or the passing on of stolen property in the bar were routine
cases in local courts but the Green Man's appearance in those archives
occurs no more than most other licensed premises do. A crafty lock-in
one Sunday morning in 1888 "during the hours of divine service" led to a
rap over the knuckles for the tenant and provided a reminder that, even
with drinking allowed from 6 am to 11pm, there were limits!
In the late 19th and for much of the 20th century, the adjacent market
garden struggled to produce a living (see Ash Parish Mag of June 2020
for the tragic suicide of James Bicker in 1899) and the 1922 bankruptcy of
Green Man market gardener William Fittall was not discharged for a full
16 years. Again, however, the pub business and market garden were
frequently completely separate. In 1906, the thatched building was burnt
to the ground when a county council engine caught the nearby shrubbery
alight.
Rural publicans were frequently linked with farming. Henry Adolphus
Setterfield, licensee of the Green Man in the 1880s, was the son of
Edward Setterfield who had run the Rose Inn at Westmarsh in the 1840s
as well as farming twenty acres. This Edward had occasionally found time
to play cricket for Ash CC during his twenties. These men rest in Ash
churchyard, as do William Holliday and one or two others, although we
find a number of the Green Man publicans were never local men anyway
and left the area after departing the pub. Of course, "local" is a relative
term - although nearer to the village of Ash than any other, the Green
Man (or Frog and Orange) is, and always has been, in the parish of
Staple, lying fractionally outside the Ash parish boundary.
My own first experience of the Green Man was as a visiting bat-and-trap
player nearly 40 years ago. The home team not only took their
performances very seriously (the Canterbury League was like that!) but
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also put out a very successful ladies’ team which often topped their
league. No doubt rather archaically, our Three Tuns side from a mile to
the south always eschewed the idea of a ladies’ side in favour of
encouraging our wives to come along and sit alongside on frequently
chilly evenings to keep the scoresheet going and encourage their
menfolk. Like the Green Man, those ideas seem long gone! No doubt the
pub should be congratulated on its early encouragement of equality of
opportunity. Ahead of its time it may have been but even the Green
Man was eventually to succumb to another modern trend - market
research!
The re-opening of the Ash Heritage Centre and the Cathedral
Archives, where extensive material relating to the history of Ash is
deposited and cared for, should not now be long delayed, and the
public will once again have access to their research facilities. This
article has drawn on material accumulated earlier as part of the
writer's interest in the history of Shatterling.
Peter Ewart

April Reflections
The Oak
The English Oak, Quercus Robur, is an easily recognized and a much
loved and valued part of our native mixed woodlands. Once held sacred
by the Celtic Druids who gathered the
mysterious Mistletoe from its branches,
the Oak has been revered as the King of
British trees for millennia. It was only with
the development of iron tools that man
was able to fell and use the timber:
Robur meaning robust, oak was the
foremost construction material until after
the Great Fire of London. These trees
naturally grow ‘elbows’ and ‘knees’ in
their huge spreading branches, and man
learnt to peg and grow the shapes
needed for the ‘Cruck’ framed houses,
like so many that we can see today in
Sandwich. Out of the city it was still in
great demand for building, especially by
the navy.
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If any of you have visited the Mary Rose museum, Henry VIII’s unlucky
flagship, or seen films or models of the Armada, you will appreciate just
how much this strong reliable timber was needed.
I’m sure that you have all heard a naval marching band playing ‘Hearts of
Oak’, adopted by the navy soon after its first performance at The Theatre
Royal Drury Lane in 1760. It was written by the actor manager David
Garrick as part of an opera called ‘Harlequin’s Invasion’ with music by
William Boyce.
It seems very appropriate as the heart of the Oak is what made our ships
so successful, also that the stage crew in the London theatres were often
out of work sailors used to climbing ropes and working at dizzying heights
and back-stage terms reflect the words that were used when tying knots
and hoisting the rigging, ‘jolly tars are our men’ applicable to the sailors in
both their roles!
By Elizabeth 1’s reign so many large oaks had been felled that laws were
passed to protect the trees from the demands of the Navy and a great
programme of planting new or sapling oaks took place in the Royal
hunting forests from October 1580.
Many ancient trees still exist from this time or the following century: our
closest is The Fredville Oak, also known as ‘Majesty’, at the Fredville
Estate in Nonington.
The pub, The Royal Oak, like many others of that name, is a tribute to the
great tree. It was built and licensed in 1832 and, hopefully, will have
survived the pandemic. (There is an interesting history of the pub online).
The tree itself known
to be one of the most
impressive great oaks
in the UK, certainly
one of the biggest that
still has a substantial
green crown in the
summer, despite
losing an enormous
limb early in the 20th
century at about 3m
on its south side,
showing that the
inside of the tree is
hollow. In August
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2009, another giant double branch broke off at about 8-9 meters from its
North side.
These two limbs are probably the last of the primary branches, the age of
the trunk, with all else secondary growth. The girth of this ancient tree has
been recorded since 1793 when it was already 31ft (9.45mtre) at 4ft from
the ground! In 2011 using a laser measurement (The Sine method) it was
said to be 18.80 meters high. Again, there is a very good website;
monumental trees.com with more photos and information.
I first visited the tree in the late 1990s and was blown away by its size and
beauty, I took a photo with a friend standing against the trunk, that the
cover drawing is based on, I expect the huge spreading branch on the left
of the trunk is the one that fell in 2009. You have to walk round to the far
side to see into the hollow heart of this great tree.
In his brilliant book The British Oak, Archie Miles first describes his love
affair with these special trees, then takes us on a tour around all the
ancient oaks in Britain, starting with The Fredville oak: In the 1740s a twostorey Adam style house was built for Margaret Bridges, not far from the
oak, and other established tree.
She married John Plumtree and their descendants still own the estate
today, and I feel, manage it beautifully allowing some public access
through the parklands much loved by local dog walkers , certainly one of
my old Labrador’s favourite places.
Between 1778 and 1799 there was a Topographical Survey of Kent by
Edward Halsted, which may be the first published mention of the oak, he
said it “has a most majestic and venerable appearance.”
In 1793 a writer from the Annals of Agriculture and Culture visited and
was told that the tree was called Majesty, he said that it contained 36-42
tons of timber and that two branches that had fallen off a couple of years
earlier, contained another 3tons!
He commented the “Another oak called beauty measured 16ft 4” from 4ft
above the ground (it’s girth) and is 63ft high, perfectly straight and a
beauty indeed!”
Jacob George Strutt drew at Fredvillle in 1824 for his ‘Sylvan Britannica’.
He was fascinated by the group of Majesty, Beauty and a third called
Splendid writing that “Seldom are trees so different from each other in
individual character, and so interesting together, to be found in such near
proximity” he was certain that “… they are likely to remain cherished and
protected equally in their decay as in their prime. Protected from violence,
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they will probably stand many centuries… to delight the descendants of
the family by whom they are at present so highly valued, and so carefully
preserved”
It is wonderful to think that he was correct and that the Plumtree family
still treasure their great trees with the main avenue also displaying
amazing mature chestnut trees that the sheep and cattle like to shelter
beneath.
Though unfortunately the original house burnt down when in possession
of the army during the Second World War, the rest of the estate seems to
be flourishing. In 2013 Majesty’s girth was 40ft, making it the biggest
maiden English oak in Britain. Hopefully, good for a few more centuries
yet!
The Doomsday book, a land register for William the Conqueror, valued
woodlands and forest by the number of pigs they would support. Pannage
is permission to graze your pigs in ‘common’ woodland and still exits as
part of a Common Rights programme in England and Wales. Pigs would
happily snuffle through the undergrowth for acorns and beech nuts, also
keeping the undergrowth clear, no doubt better for the upper classes with
their hunting parties! Pannage is still granted to registered Commoners in
the New Forest and some of the other ancient Royal Hunting Forests, the
clearing that the pigs do benefits other wild-life and by letting more light
through so young trees can grow more freely.
Fredville also has some very impressive Beech trees that surround the
arable land and many bluebells on the sloping woodland beside the
bridleway which denotes ancient woods, not however under the beeches
where the thick layer of beech nuts under the trees deters other growth.
Goodnestone Park also has some beautiful, aged trees of many species,
in the park and the meadows that surround the estate.
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The young oak at the start of this piece is on the meadow just below the
village street and last summer had a stunningly lovely green crown from
every angle.
The English oak and the Sesille oak are out only true native species;
Sesille means ‘unstalked’ as their acorns have no stalks and are stubbier
than the stalked English oak ones, growing directly from the branches
(see the Illustration at the side).
The Sessile oak grows taller and straighter than the English oak with its
spreading branches, the national champion tree is at Stourhead in
Wiltshire, measuring 132ft in height!
The two species were only differentiated officially in 1755 by the botanist
Carl Linnaeus. ‘Quercus’ is derived from the Celtic ‘quer’ and ‘cuez’
meaning ‘fine tree’. Anglo Saxons called them ‘ak’ or ‘aik’ so ae-cern; accorn, described the fruit or seed of the tree.
Both species have spread throughout the land since the ice-age retreated
about 12,000 years ago, from southern Europe and from the huge forests
east of us before the land ‘bridges’ were lost as the sea rose making us
an island. There are 3 ancient oak forests on top of Dartmoor, but
generally the English oak prefers the deep loams and boulder clays of the
south and east, where the Sessile favours the slightly warmer conditions
and the lighter sandy soils of the west and northwest and Scotland.
The Turkey oak was introduced in the 19th century as a building material,
but it’s timber doesn’t weather well and is not so sturdy, it became known
as Wainscote oak, as indoor lining for walls was all it was considered
good for.
There are many,
many other of
oak around the
world and
hybrids. Archie
Miles book give a
fascinating
history of it, its
uses and all it
has meant to
Great Britain over
the centuries.
Pat Coles
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Dear Readers,
Please support our local businesses
and advertisers by using their services
and do say that you saw their
advertisement in the parish magazine!
If you would like to advertise in the
parish magazine, please email
ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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Please support our local business by using their services
as you are able.
If you would like to advertise here, please contact:
ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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Please support our local business by using their
services as you are able.
If you would like to advertise here, please contact:
ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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